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Imagination - exercises
Why Imagination? Imaginations are a good possibiliy to calm down and encourage yourself, to free
your mind and to work active on your own well- being.
The reason for this is, that emotional and physical reactions arise even if we imagine something and
not only if something from the outside is happening.
Simple example: close your eyes and imagine how you bite into a fresh and sour lemon.
Probably you will quickly realize how your body reacts to this and starts producing spittle.
Our body and our feelings have the ability to react on imaginations and phantasies and thats what
we can use.
Some people get in the imaginations exercises easily and some people need to practice several times
to feel a result.
Give yourself time and be patient!
The best way to work with these imagination exercises is to sit or lay down. Read the text once or
twice, close your eyes or focus on a spot on the floor and let the images become your inner vision.
The more and intense you focus on your fantasy, the better the result will be.
The fantasy can be trained, don’t give up too fast.
If you want to come back from your „imaginary journey“ make sure that you find a positive ending
and count back from 5 to 0 (loud or quiet). Afterwards you can stretch and open your eyes slowly.
In the beginning disturbing thoughts and pictures are normal. Don’t worry and try to get back to your
positive imaginations as soon as possible.
Once you find helpful inner visions, you can hold on to them by drawing pictures or writing
something about them.
Thats how you can strengthen them in your mind.
If you are suffering from ongoing psychological problems, please contact a doctor or a
psychotherapist. Self- help, for example with imagination- exercises, can improve many symptoms,
but they can’t replace a professional treatment.
If the imagination- exercises cause any troubles or problems a psychotherapist can help you!

Imagination exercises to end obsessive thoughts/ brooding
Imagine, your thoughts are like clouds in a blue sky. Let them pass by and don’t worry about them.
Look after them, how they pass slowly and the sky becomes blue again.
Imagine you put your thoughts on colourful paper boats, every single thought is a single boat. After
that you put the boats one by one in the water and watch how they float away and how they become
smaller and smaller and finally disappear at the horizon.
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Imagination and breathing- exercises to encourage and yourself and calm yourself down
Sit down, realx, close your eyes, in- and exhale slowly for a few times, feel your breath flowing.
Imagine a nice ray in a pleasant colour which is shining on you.
Feel the silence, energy and relaxation that begins. Imagine how the ray passes regardful over your
whole body, if you like more than once. On the parts of your body that have a special need, you can
stay with the ray for a longer time.
Feel how silence, energy and relaxation spread.
Finish the exercise with some deep breaths, open and close your hands like you are pumping and
stretch and open your eyes slowly.

Sit or lay down in a comfortable position and close your eyes.
Breath slowly. Imagine how your breath provides your body with essential oxygen and at the same
time releases you from used oxygen. Enjoy this process for several breaths. After that imagine how
the oxygen that inhale spreads in your body. Imagine how the air you are breathing gets painted in a
pleasant colour. With every breath you bring fresh, healthy air in your body and you refresh your
body and soul. With every exhale used air leaves your body (imagine that this air is painted in grey).
Imagine how your strain, your stress and your bad thoughts are exhaled with the breathing. Imagine
how you inhale relaxation, luck, health, happiness or whatever you need.
Finish the exercise with some deep breaths, open and close your hands like you are pumping and
stretch and open your eyes slowly.

The save inner place
Imagine you are walking on a nice path, you can create the landscape how you like it. With trees,
flowers, mountains, gras, whatever you like. Imagine how you walk down this beautiful, self- created
path. You feel the ground under your feet and you keep on walking as long as it feels good for you.
Until you finally arrive in place full of safety, silence and peace. Take your time with creating this
place. Create everything in the way that you feel comfortable and save. Nobody has access to this
place unless you permit it. Nobody can find it.
It’s your inner save place, you always having access to. Look around and feel what you want to do. Do
you want to sit down, lay down or stand up or walk around ? Everything is up to you. Look around,
feel how you walk, sit or lay down, what can you smell? What can you hear? What can you see?
Is there anything missing in this place? If so, go and take it! You can create everything as you like and
need.
Stay there as long as you need it, then say goodbye and say thank you that your inside showed you
this place.
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Imagination exercises for repeating terrifying pictures
Imagine you have a big solid safe.
Only you have the access code to this safe. It’s located in a place of your choice. It’s just as save as
you need it. Imagine it very detailed.
Use your imagination and build it as save and big as you need it.
And now imagine how you put the terrifying pictures and films, that follow you, in a box or stable
bag, and how you walk with it to your safe.
On the way there create the fantasy in the way you like it and it feels good for you.
Imagine how you walk towards the safe.
While entering the code you feel how heavy the door is that closes the safe.
This heavy, stable door only opens because you entered the right code.
Now you take the box or the bag, with all the stressful pictures and films inside and put them in the
safe.
After you left them there and you made sure that the safe is stable and save, close the door.
The door of the safe is tightly closed and nobody but you will be able open the safe.
You can return when you need the picutres and films again, for example in a therapistic meeting with
a doctor or psychotherapist.
Until then the pictures and films will be locked in the safe, that can be only opened by you with your
own code.
Walk away from the safe on a path of your choice and feel free and released from the pictures and
films.

